COOKIES POLICY
A cookie is a small text file of letters and numbers that websites send to a visitors computer
hard drive, mobile device or other Internet-connected device via browser. Thanks to them it is
possible to memorize login data, website settings, to receive hit counters service, to use polls,
to memorize language settings or to do some online shopping. Properly configured cookies
are safe and reading information is allowed only to the server that created them. How do we
use cookies?
1. RESORT STUDIO website collects information only from cookie files, but it doesn’t

collect any other data about users (we don’t use tracking cookies, files that allow
spying users ).
2. We use cookie files in following purposes:

a) to adjust website content to the users preferences and optimise using of the website.
These cookies are used to recognize user devices and make the website more relevant
to their personal needs.
b) to create statistics that help with analysing how Users use websites

3. Our cookie Types:
a) Session cookies: these cookies are temporary and only last for the duration of browsing
session. They are deleted when user logs out, closes website or browser.
b) Persistent cookies: these cookies are stored on a user’s terminal device until it expires
(persistent cookies are set with expiration dates) or until the user deletes the cookie.
c) Cookies external entities : these cookies enable optimization of marketing
communication, counting user traffic on the website and customized advertising content
from external sources.
4.In many cases, the software used for browsing the web (browser) is allowed by default
to store cookies on the terminal device. The users can make at any time, change the
settings on the cookies. These settings can be changed at any time by the user, in
particular, in such a way as to block the automatic handling of cookies in your web
browser or inform on them every time you enter in the user device.
5.Detailed information about the possibilities and ways of handling cookies are available
in the settings of the software used to browse the web (web browser).
6.The Service Provider informs that restrict the use of cookies may affect some
functionality available on the website.

